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Paris in Renault  
   
 
 
 
   
Out of the blue,  past so many deaths we were born - mad  

how would we know the mirror forgets whatever it sees  

we believed the wind gets through the chink of  walls 

how would we know the wind stays behind a closed door  

senselessly past so many deaths we are a graveyard across  

we U turn only a hop away from our destination  

we weave in and out of outdistancing one another  

How many more margins does our distance stretch?  

   

This damned hooha rising from which neighbourhood window  

which damned ear does it corner in?  

And revolves around which clock hand?  

This very tomorrow which rained a remote smile on lips heads  

in which station of the wind shall I stand to say Seven?  
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I'm such a weeping willow for all this withstanding the wind 

unswayed  

that in the whereabouts of the hand on the clock  

     worn-out by this coming and going of all the Sevens   I'm spent  

what town calls out its travellers back? Which road?  

   

I swear in the name of the water that drips from our hand  

I won't shrink from wanting you  

you just write Death all over my letters     

I will live!  

   

   

Mr! Hey Taxi! Tour of all Isfahan for a thousand!  

I threw thirty hearts to the sea  to keep three arches for lovers  

on Khaju bridge  

Madam! I'm not afraid of the police  

I can raise havoc  

and dream long pavement crowds of the main street  

rioting in dreamy love making heaths  

At times fear is a lecherous mayor  

who parks his mistress  

Sir! I can move from this house too  
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become the sidled dream of walls  

and be no gypsy lover  

I won't blame the moon for distance  

this rain that has brought the sea to my side  

is a saying that speaks  

like a poem  or the youth I left behind on a bicycle  

I won't blame the moon for distance  

When there was no way through  

you so short cut that Saturday it poured down from my calendar  

There are only two paths ahead  

I won't take the third  

   

I am woebegone at the foot of the poem I am writing  

Just say I love you and die  

these days  star means the ultimate woman who's coming  

   

The kite was only a lifelong captive in my hands  

A man who with a kiss on a hand calls an old city  

A man who walked on his weeping  

slept in the dream of your eyes  

I am far enough from the sea to be a heretic for you  

sit in my eyes and pray at the bottom of the sea  

these days star means the ultimate woman who comes  
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After her 'bird's a goner' poem  

like an apple living on a tree side  I am wonder struck  

and don't know that I means which?  

   

Roads arrive from town to town  

bridges from highway to parallel highway  

why don't we arrive anywhere?  

Still the mirror jails an unnamable  

that does everyone's loneliness  

Still everywhere there's a road   for me to traverse  

no pedestrian is the last one alone  

no pedestrian practised the man  

no pedestrian ever asked hey Mr  

and my spouse wept last night   

for the coffee house that died under water last night   

for the sea embracing the houses last night   

I saw the Sea of Chamkhalee in my notebook   and crossed it out  

the poem is not like the poet  

each night wanting a new bosom  

you want to let me go?  

You think I'll die of grief?  

I'll go North              Never mind the girls who don't rhyme  
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Ding!  Dong!  

   

Who is it?  

   

It's the Milkman.     O the Milkman!  

   

Sorry! I have no child to get more milk  

No name to peddle around town  

For all the gauges gaping at I Know Not  

when do we arrive anywhere?  

There where we arrive may be not where you are  

for one night that hasn't gone in my arms, stay with me  

I'll be spending my days knocking around the margins  

following out fallen in love - ever toward you  

Even though I hear no wailing in this instrument  

say a word and I'll become the song of the reed  

I wish the sky had a heart to tear away from me  

I wish it hinted at when we'll be feathered together  

I'd not have picked from desire's bunch of grapes  

and wouldn't have said this bottle shall be wine  

I said hey,              bring back my furthest desire  

what shall I do it didn't work out,  will I be yours? Hey?  
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I wanted to offer you so much heart  

to hell it didn't work out, I'll fall in love with another  

   

   

Not much time was left to the conversation of the cockerels  

   

I said: Hello  

   

- I can't sleep again  

   

I said: Right  

   

- They must have gagged the cockerels  

   

I said: Right  

   

- I had to tell you   Good bye!  

   

As I was saying right          she hung up  

   

   

I'm standing next to the door  

the architecture of your body is etched   
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on the bed in the corner of the floor  

I keep puffing  and staring at the hanger  

trouser legs from behind whose stripes a bird flew  

   

I wish I clipped its wings forever  

   

Where are you carrying these days?  

Whatever there was in the mirror, the pictures intimated  

How can I find all sevens in the mirror?  

How many more margins does our distance stretch?  

How many more seconds   Ha?  

   

You pounded the sea on the opposite wall so I sit and watch the 

extravagance of youth on my face?  Just two clock hands till dawn can 

I stay in the corner of the square, where are your windows?  

   

Next to a man turning the pages of history I flew a glimpse to the skies 

and said how blue are your eyes!  

But my biro was not always blue  

only our faces see the mirror and through the chink of a wall  a woman  

those days my thoughts strolled through the windows of the class  

and paused so long on the tree opposite  

that autumn  beckoned falling in the village  
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and breaking              kept calibrating the wind on my wings  

   

I arrived late for a lifetime  

like all the benches in the park  

that were installed for the falling of leaves  

I'm sick of all this  

which road's pebble broke this window?  

Who is the one over my hair who left?  

They put a night on day and say  

yesterday left, today passed away, what do you do tomorrow?  

Sometimes I have died a thousand men  

Sometimes I have torn God apart  

I've lost you in your own very eyes  

like the neon death of    

MIRROR MAN of Armani Street    

MIRROR MA  of A ma i  treet   

MI ROR MA  o     man     eet    

MI  OR MA        ma        et   

 I  OR  A        ma         t   

 I  O   A        ma         t   

 I  O   A        m       

 I                       

                                                     zzz zapped out...                      
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Water has brought a mirror to watch  

the sound of my skin and the alleys   

that open out a window on my brow  

Gossip dropped in on a sitting   

of the women of the alley whose doors had sunset  

and gave autumn away to the branches    

simply to take you away from me  

I have not trampled the yellow of all the leaves   

to ask your forgiveness  

The pomegranate that was shelved on the branch   

never went hunting for suitors  

they put a guitar in my hand and a rendezvous for never  

they strolled around in my eyes  

snatched all pictures in the mirror  

and never noticed this branch doesn't give a stop to the sky  

   

Always the one who slips goes all the way to the bottom   

                                                               of the precipice, I know  

Nevertheless what ever I see in the mirror, is still me  

Take a handful of water and tell my face what secret it has to 

tell               
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The pomegranate that is toothless?!  

If it weren't for the trees, how would you see autumn?  

If spring left, how would neighbourhood apples turn red?  

I know the one who says 'I love you' has snatched all the apples  

otherwise all these stones are the only excuse   

for the windows' broken smile  

   

   

The sound that rushed through the reed has brought me here to say 

you!   

For you to come back from the most closed window  

sit at my table   

and let that debauched flame which fired at the wing of the moth   

come to put a fire on the logs and the alley   

to be the haunting ground of so many cockerels   

so people see me falling asleep behind a door to say you!  

A you who would say, behind every window   

there is at times a closed window, why close again?  

Sometimes all the clock hands arrive  

so you return   

and on the side of a street which dawns next to tomorrow   

be the green light of me so much if you    

if you come back    
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I'll take that far holy city to my birthplace  

'cause you are more beautiful than very  

as grand as the dome of the mosque  

you're just these carpet flowers and these eyes   

that flower on road sides  

   

Strolling on the summer of Chamkhalee,   

your hair on my shoulder or is it raining?  

If you come back I won't kill myself  

If you stay I won't do that either  

   

Every year, like the girls who come, she goes  

I thought, just write - You...  

                                 the rest is just the murmur of the rain  

Sometimes when drop by drop it puts fingers on your shoulder   

it wants you to come back and take the sea  

that has fallen by the wayside  

these very circles that reach each other on the water and hold hands  

   

   

-Hello              that means you're a poet?  

   

- If you take smaller than two steps, there is a house I have  
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The rain weeps berries in your garden  

   

No one says yes twice!  

   

Coolies run around to pick the next load and die empty  

Our lives that are passing  are not past                            

if you walk       even death won't reach us  

Always the one who wants without permission  

                                 loses without permission  

So you alone watch whatever tears I bring  

Then               write Death all over my letters  

                                                     I shall live  

   

   

Without a vase for a lifetime  

I have poured a river out of the sea in my backyard   

I am bored with the sea surrounding me and the Caspian's plea,   

how can I return to Tehran where I've left myself behind?  

No longer will I go back to those days of Langrude   

- hot and humid climate suits death  

I adore Tehran of Friday's parks, why should I return?  

Fallen into the tea cup and the spoon's wake  
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my eyes keep swaying in and out of  

you so stir together sugar, water and wine  

they form an accent for all the fantasies I have for you  

you're so cold and cruel you drink up the walls   

not knowing the mirror doesn't forget its glimpses  

When I think of you, I let the window embrace me   

and wipe the moon with a cloth   

that sucks the dust off our pictures  

I take no umbrella there nor wear a hat   

the rain is just me who comes sobbing  

            not wine but end to end water  

I'm so brimming full my bottle's overflown  

this falling over myself has crests like the sea  

but I don't know  which hand's throw is upon you? - Me?  

When will I be palled to pal around?  

But my bent branch was not immune  

from the thrown ravages of stone  

The one who found a moth flown on fire   

is not me. You, the sun and me the earth   

lived like a lone moth on fire, even though wings   

paid in moths for my glowing desire, how can I   

put a guard at the door of the house I have not?  

The red of which branch was it that drove me mad?  
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How can I travel the apple  

through a town that inherited zilch?  

Not a bubble      but a feather    

through so much wind                

that I have lost from a canary wing  

I'm the dashed lines of a rain not inclined to fall out of your sight  

I am gone from myself like the wave on a beach  

As wave upon wave of the sea   

I am falling upon myself   
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Tabriz 
  

 

 

There is no jury in this court 

your councils are all plaintiffs 

and your lovers are all grappling with the grave 

dying even in the words they straggle out 

In this reading of you I am the lasting Romeo 

who tears heart away from heartland accused of love 

They pulled my plug at birth, I pull your leg not 

The audience is witness 

Tabriz is in fever of your beauty 

and pleads not guilty to the crime 

This land cannot No cannot have exiled the moon 

to hang it on a far sky 

since they won't issue a visa to this death ridden man 

a man who has fallen in the towns around women 

having melted without camping around women 
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all promenading in Paris and a piece of the far sky you rejuvenate in 
London 

you have not sent in a morsel of light 

How are you doing in London going from staying behind in an open 

arm bed and again returning closed 

you open the present 

weave a fresh shirt on my body 

and once again you are the same mate who is always in our bed 

How have we sown eyes on each other and sowing ourselves together 

on which bed of each house and still we, to-day? 

You who are easy like water 

like no aspect or charter 

shouldn't stroll in my sin 

the seed has body, watch out! 

The dog is still panting in the alleys like a dog 

slow down! 

You have come to call out my death 

and you are ready, me to hit, so hurry 

Of crying I haven't seen a nuder lady, be a man 

I'm more wounded than escape, if not a door, you at least, be pain 

doesn't death at times overtake tears? 

This glum primrose is the Buddha, what do you name a flower? 

The lover once again has come from us why en tour of sounds in 
Lhasa 
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Today is once again a few days from now,  

tomorrow won't arrive until you come 

once again a pair of hands have opened parentheses around you 

so I might wear a poem for your moment of arrival, 

to have milked the milk for the newborn we have prepared 

for the dot of the poem I am eating your nipple pecking from dot to 

dot on words that haven't learned to let go of the dots in the eyes that 

run towards me and 

the thoughts that fly off my head think of those bedridden eyes which 

when you're not there think of 

the time when you are 

  

What have you dreamt for me which still goes tottering by like a trap 

caught in the trap? 

I've had such dreams for many in many beds 

but you are different very 

More beautiful than Juliet 

who in Romeo stepped into abyss and passed 

like spark and fire from the gunpowder that I am 

Except for you I have read no book cover to cover 

gone in the plains of a woman naked in the night I have not 

never have I eaten such oodles of lips like noodles 

how with your profile in Tabriz you are spreading your fever 
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and in the drip drop of tears from my fallen eye 

you run rough shod over my table? 

You're a keen keen kin killer  I co confess to my stammer 

why can't you talk? Keep thing thing thinging? 

Perhaps you are too aware of your beauty to bear looking in the mirror 

You're footloose 

just arrived and gone some place kind of being 

This bruised and broken heart of mine is ailed by you 

take it and let it be 

“A bird needs no visa” 

however many sheep you wish 

leave and let go 

but calmly 

a little gently 

I am your pet, Savage!  Why keep on saying Tabriz Tabriz? 

Is there a greater beauty in any town that you endear in my place? 

Put a hand, a piece of lip, a love on my cheek 

I'm doing pain in this house 

Feeling like a tripped Iran which chucked me out of the map 

I miss you a lot at heart 

but as for me, it's amiss, this world's amiss without a miss 

Persian cannot speak me I'm in pain 

the sermon which in Turkish is an enema has Arabic 
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They made such plunder 

that in my imagination I took a piece of Tehran with me 

there I built a one bed flat in which to remain Persian 

I don't know how the mullahs plundered the rest 

how the foreigner stole 

except that I know only Iranian eats Iranian 

it's only the Iranian that in all of Frankfurt's long haired airport 

 is a full time gypsy 

murder became end to end 

They killed my tribe and got rid of me  

my present contracted the Other 

  

Let your hair down and your scarf and your skirt    give a heart 

I am fresh      God knows I've never been in love 

Alone, your beauty alone made my world alone 

Tear stricken eyes     laughter in tears 

I have 'I love you darling's of the moments of lip chipped kisses 

I don't excuse it 

but 

here under my feet is no other than the road to your destination 

So why is it that you turn a sour face, after all who's going door to 

door from town to town what is it after all which they say is not there? 

Your body's a guitar anxious to tremble at each pluck  
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of the tips of my fingers 

till the neighbours knock at the door again 

and the radios hail 

hail that I plucked you from the dusty shoulder of a wall without 

warning like a flower and didn't apprehend I'm taken so much in the 

clutch of that embrace opened to the wind 

Whichever way I gaze I don't see you 

When the heart wants you and you're not there              and I'm in love 

and you my death (in Venice) 

what pain do you know that kills tomorrow 

my yesterday, today and everyday you are 

my tongue ridden disaster stricken Tabriz you are 

you're the needed bid in the bridge of hearts 

in the pictures on my table which have sidled into a man 

who did death when he opened the doors of your arms 

and went inside 

in the thousand and man woman that rained on me 

strewn in the new suburbs of my dream coming 

and the old suburbs they brought you to betray 

sat next to my dream and dreamt instead of me 

in the boroughs of my body to install gendarmes - they did 

I don't deny it! They pulled my plug at my birth 

I have no lucky star to rest on my laurels in pretence 
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Each and every night in your eyes my pretensions parade 

share prices in the stock market of kisses on your cheeks pick up 
smack! smack! 

I work with the Foreign Office in the international field of your eyes. 

  

Isn't it a pity about you and Iran and all this talk? 

Only an Iranian eats another Iranian 

otherwise so much of me is a Turk 

is a Kurd, an Arab 

and the seed of Persian cannot be... 

  

The tongue got crooked and an offence crossed time 

single sided otherness got in fashion 

I sidle 

every political party has a consensus – I am against 

I have no agreeable head for any institution 

I have no plans for the future of films in Iranian Cinema 

My charter is just about your eyes  

and is not ditched each and every night 

I am a supporting member of the elements of your Constitution 

you are my political party which other than me has no member and 
takes none 
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In you there is a mother – spouse that has a far gone proximity to me, 
a me who has opened  doors to a circle that I've rounded, a circle that 
has the sea on every side and turning, it's the sea that has rounded 
itself again in a circle with me! We are running round the circle in a 
lover's dance  around the insanity that surrounds us! Around me and in 
the circle around you it is the thousand tipped sword of my poem that 
you are! 
  

When you knife my lines 

you render barren the woman of tears 

what do you do with my tumbled down words? 

What do I do unless you're there to be a smile with all this pain that 

you deposit in the long term account of my heart? 

  

Doesn't Persian want to express me to this Turk of Tabriz who put a 

torch to my haystack? 

  

Why do you invoke me into the sizzle? 

Sizzle and fry and stir and sidle 

heart and kiss and whatsoever 

pick and go 

but calmly 

a little gently 

I am your pet savage! Why  keep on Tabriz Tabrizing? 
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In the trip you take round the table with the tray 

a heart that resigned from me, fell 

stood in front of me and put a stop to any woman who didn't come 

from Tabriz 

  

I see Tabriz every night in both your eyes  

that are running a fever for Persian 

denying she is with somebody 

this land cannot    No!    Cannot have exiled the moon 

and have fallen prone in a night so dark 

let us go back 

and be the only refugees of each other's knotted embraces 

let us be early in everything late,  

I'm far gone from any belonging to any that I had 

I was dying as usual 

when affection rained in sheets down from your scarf and shoulder 

each time a piece of my lip chipped kiss which I pick from your face 

is one side of a dream that I see in your eyes 

 

I don't hide the fact that I've fallen in love in the real 

and  if on either side, you will be the judge and not in a grimace 
I'm ready 

I don't deny I had a hand in the council's victory  
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and in the eyes both olive picked that suddenly panic struck 

Like a foreigner who has freshly taken Persian classes  
I have  stammered 

My Tower, I will never again narrate any woman in Babel 

How soon you took habitat in this Sumerian bosom, Azeri woman? 

How beautifully you have sown together  

the twin rivers of Mesopotamia? 

And burnt everything I had at heart 

I must rush 

and put up a new temple of fire in Tabriz 

I must dream in Juliet (Leila) again 

And ask the prophet Mani who suddenly became Jesus: 

If Mother Mary was not in love 

why then would she be more sacred than Magdalene 

Why? 
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The Road 
 
 
 
 
Having not died under kicks and cuffs, I sprang out of sleep   

I was shouting at my spouse 

though what sleep   or even which  spouse? 

 I am dreaming again 

Love was the sunlight on the rift of our rafters 

and loneliness, the night wanderer wetting the wall  

at the end of the alley 

I am bleary again 

 

She is dying! The madness is dying! 

 

The night had an untouched sky 

And 'I love you' was always lost in grandma's stories 

she used to take nightly walks in herself with me 

 

The girl died in a bad way, poor thing! 

 

I'm still counting the overhead wires 
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its birds flown out of your dream 

you pointlessly pursue the stone  

 

A finished man   

who finished no job and was the eldest son of all the world's whores 

I don't deny was me! 

 

I am alone with my own hands 

although I've fallen this low 

Hey pinnacle, I have plodded your paths and won't come back! 

 

Her eyes sat firmly in her face 

and her hands still waving bye bye  in my memories 

the Boeing wing was slowly lifting off  

they put no parachute on my shoulders 

and chucked me out the porthole 

some place beneath the clouds the wind plucked my eyelids 

I have to try very hard to blink 

one two three four 

and count to a thousand 

 

You should try hard in this hide-and-seek 

and run like a dog after other dreams 
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Black and white films are out of fashion 

you're no longer the actor in whose eyes girls tore their blouse 

you're no longer the poet... 

I wish a girl would whisper quietly in my ear  

to bring out the big man dreaming himself in me on a date 

I wish she would come from the front and … from behind 

 

She came 

The truth torn to pieces, tattered, came dishevelled 

I had only guessed in the street  

you confessed  

then it too turned dark  something between the moon and me 

 

Everything was ersatz  whatsoever 

Bad song bad guitar and bad bad dances  

I did not dance you were not there 

half way down the route I had lost in dreams 

love was coming from a thousand directions     

you from the back alley   just! 

You were the only street   

that we passed by each other very quickly 

I was Zampano Sorry    I am! 
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Anywhere I set foot chins wag that the lunatic has come back 

Gelsomina on route eleven! Moonlighting till eleven!  

In reverse of me who was the driver of the torso 

Behind you the woman who spent life in a tent, is standing 

Always walking in herself with me 

 

You run away from everyone     you won't marry me 

Shut up!   Even if I were a leach   I wouldn't leach like you  Bitch! 

 

Zampano, crazed and the film, finished and the one next to me, not 
there, me too sapped to beg her to stay, she left! 

Holding the film's heroin's hand with both hands the director pulled 
her out of the screen! Mid stage, takes a hand in her lines a little, then 
slaps the rapture of the audience! 
 

She's dying   the mad girl is dying  do you see that?   

 

Federico Fellini shouts out in the loud  

 

I am alone with my hands 

and life is meaner than the grocer at the top of your alley 

to let you travel in my bosom again 

so happiness...      Ugh! 

Today too is the yesterdays of the envy that I'll burst with tomorrow 
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Women always finished in my hands 

How much love lay waiting in my chest 

Me in love with her....  Sorry! 

I was in love with you  

though you gave up acting mid-film 

and wiped the moon off my sky 

rumour had it    the guy can play a thousand acts 

what did they know   the poet is the man always in the window 

who the pedestrians always sidewind in the sidewalks 

 

What did I know! 

 

That night in your eyes I threw a mattress 

covertly to pull the curtain, shall I? 

I put a foot in your dreams, get up! 

It's enough to turn your snores down a little so you say in the loud   

Yes   I killed him! 

 

The sofa was sitting in the back room 

I was stuck on you  desperately 

and I had come to leave your whereabouts 

whereabouts did you get out of that night? 

There was a man outside who doesn't get out of you  
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A man who doesn't go without you   No    I won't go 

Today a girl who was my secretary was saying 

 

Hello!   Ali    Are you in love? 

 

If she asked a year later I would not say no 

I have a heart which I lose wherever I take it 

and I imitate I'm in love from myself    where is it?  

Where on Earth is a woman  who has lost her sky?  

Is there no one to receive this little empire from me? 

Alone they occupy the windows each day 

those girls who spread their hearts in the mirror each night 

I have another sky 

and I beg you to thank the girl who killed me 

and be grateful that this crime was to no one's benefit 
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War! War to Victory! 
 

 

 

OK   whatever I have in this house is yours 

 Except for the one I have outside the door 

     Agreed? 

 

She did and laughter fell on a lip sitting outside the lip 

I see where no lips kiss is the lip of the roof 

that has fallen very much short of Leily 

the smoke’s lot   that night    from the lips I was giving to the cigarette 

 was no more than twists and turns 

My hands deep in thought on my head 

recollecting the day I was shell shocked 

remembering the comrades who’ve abandoned me 

off to the front so long as it has martyrdom 

in their offensive - flocking like pigeons 

troops of generals and peshmergas,  the rest all martyrs 
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post combat conscripts turned  troopers 

Karbala1 goers abandoned pilgrimage and turned  Tehrani 

Landlords willy nilly turned   to whores  

Where you see a mirror  

 there our image backward on our face for years 

enemies in the house but we  sprawled outside the door 

we so waved out clenched fist to the sky 

much till it landed,  back on our back caved in 

DOWN WITH we said and further the other way  

we’ve gone from ourself 

they closed the road  we ran away round the gird of mountains 

the mountain took the load of snow off its head  didn’t get wet 

came out of winter  our lot did not improve 

never did we open an eye in the trenches or the well 

pick a shoe and put the other road on  

leg out of the house and toe the sea 

put up a fire on the coast of this arid sand 

The wave knew 

 it was stuck in the margins 

The wave knows 

 it won’t rest on the shore 

                                                 
1  Karbela, the Iraqi city of pilgrimage much revered by Shiites for its holy shrines 

of archetypal Martyrs... 
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The wave was shell shocked 

and died on the beach 

 

The sea floating on the deep  

can have drowning 

a job that has got out of hand 

invites the snake to the sleeve 

We kept saying  

 

NO EAST NO WEST  

WAR WAR… 

DOWN WITH…  

whoever is not us 

down with their bread and butter 

it’s from us unto us 

 

whoever’s tethered… let’s move on while it’s open 

I don’t suppose straight prose will do the job 

just this very door that’s closed on me is open 

I have reached someplace in I Am where I am not 

even though I’ve dripped everywhere 

one drop of me  that I have dripped in my vein 

They have carried with once upon a time once upon another  
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under this Indigo Dome I imagine there was none 

around me was only my pigeon and my wife 

whose wings if she spreads    there on the neighbour’s roof she’d perch over 

over here  I am far away from myself 

and my wife from both  

around my head  

       other than me my home pigeon homes in on all the world’s roofs 

she wasn’t meant to go head-counting a whole town 

of all whose girls   I am not supposed to have a single  

It wasn’t fair! 

Ali was in the wars and so Amroas 

 

I am the Amroas of all Tehrani lasses 

My bed is still a guest house 

where staying single nights is still free 

Travel on: 

There is a room in this house that has one bed 

rooms that have several 

I’ve not a lover to have fought with what 

to have slept with who 

and to have said nothing 

I am carrying my loneliness for the earth which they say turned into woman 

I have held onto my beauty tightly in the mirror so it comes  

little by little on tiptoe 

I have buried the queen of hearts in me 

and I’m an emasculated soldier behind sandbags 

 

Hello! Hello! This is Ali! Hello! Holy Smoke!    Boom! 
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Hello Hello piping through few wired lines 

and Satan under my biro 

in the passing of the bottom of the alley  tanks were sounding  

cars  with no one riding were running  alone 

 

I’m going! left the buttons half done  I’m alone 

I am trying out my voice on the blower for a woman 

who’s just going to ring  Alo!  Hello!  Hi! 

me hello and she not waving  

me in love and wicked as far as the eye can see 

what memories that didn’t go travelling in me 

Letting go of my wife and my mum also leaving 

and on my hand  I am! stale like Sundays getting 

for me the wing windlessly lifelong 

  they’ve arranged for me   is small isn’t it? I won’t become 

I know my lesson twenty out of twenty 

I‘ve come to finish with my fear 

for good of a man who the shell’s shrapnel never left 

your eyes reflecting the river sank at the sight of our riverside photograph 

when I look at these pictures I’m mirrored  taken in  

and I hate the woman whose lips whispered  

easily in my ears: Smack!  I love you very much 

in my our crazy eyes I’m unloosened and shell shocked! 

in fear of a city that grows bit by bit the village horse has bolted 

and gone behind a mountain to stay like the moon 

There was no one with me 
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There was no one to be with me 

there was one with him who was not with it 

in the alleys on whose girls’ lips  they killed laughter 

became a prostitute went away 

I’m off! I’m off to buy a wife for my bed 

 

Me! Am Armenian and give you no daughter to make you  

a poet laureate 

you’ll beat the epic poet out of the poor thing  

 

He threw me out of the window beside a bullet released casing  

next to a stream like a fish washed ashore the river Karoon  

I’ve sorted out a hand that washed the woman from the body’s stretch 

of skin like a greasy exfoliate 

without coming or going the wave was further away 

and the skeletons washed up the pier 

were yelling he’s shell shocked 

they were crying I’m crazy I don’t deny it Me am! 

I’m forced like the street to walk in my middle 

night it is not no one is not… 

 

His singing taller than his height climbs up the wall, fell on the other side, 

North of this map 

fell splat on the ground! 
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behind the lid of her lips a wailing on the way from Foman to Rasht 

   went past crying 

 

Go! Go! Me groaning what you do 

Me heart ripped and breaking what you do 

you can rip me pictures and letters 

what you do with me kiss-prints on your cheeks? 

 

please turn the sound down a bit please mister… 

 

The driver in the black and white picture went black 

they’d painted him  when he came back from the war 

ran like hound dogs  

to run out of his memories didn’t make it! 

he took the car off the figure of the alley 

and onto the street a couple of turns down 

 

O God  what’s up with me 

like cretins my words are all short 

I’m flustered my fingers  unloosed in the front 

I’m hurried why? 

in vain did I push my finger into the sky 

of all those stars up there not a single one is mine 

and the world before the sightless eye chemically poisoned 

goes on for what? 
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I had quite a voice  and didn’t sing 

I had quite a god  that I have not 

I’m looking for myself any finders? 

the earth is  still expecting a dug out 

that I wouldn’t fill in the war 

how can I open the windows blown in the wind 

the street up to the last light has forgotten the night crowds 

they look at my enfolded trouser leg2 

  as sentries up the lookout post… 

 

Hello!  Pigeon! Hello! 

advance seventy knots 

Hello! You’re asleep? the bunker! 

 

I once had a lovely bunker 

loving a gun on my shoulder 

my heart never lacked a lover 

no cartridge lacked a bullet.. what was I saying? 

then 

I was being shot while they were living a boom 

now you’re going flat  

for my sake have you forgotten 

you remember the alleys were filled with wailings and the night 

the foreigner launched rockets on our woman and child 

                                                 
2  This refers to the effect of minefields in Iraq, Iran and Afghanestan where many 

have lost a leg and has become a frequent sight on the streets. 
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I was a boy, tall as the little i  you get it?! 

Gave Leila’s hand - our neighbour’s daughter’s – to god wholesale 

I said Hallelujah and all a sudden left 

for the front  chest ripped open 

not a wreck head 

nor out to have fun 

the rednecks got out on the frontline in attacks  

you’re online? you get it? now what? 

your bro’ was your age when he leapt on the mine head to toe 

he hit the ground but didn’t workout what happened 

what happened? So you write bro’ like this? 

nice name he’s got 

these things you go on about 

literature!  ay!  ain’t it ridiculous? 

 

I’m a poem gone to print in which a man is always banned 

get rid of him in me quick! 

 

They’ve smashed a fist wallop on his nose so  

even his tomorrow was afraid of its sound 

like an ass fainted on top of a hill 

he was snortingly asleep 

donkey dreaming 

muzzle paired up with nothing but the grazing 

Think I’d better stay close to her 

so I don’t ruin my chances 
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in this house, this vast garden 

if I were to shout at her 

the Turks would hear it with the satellites  

   Sorry, just hold the line! 

Let me say it in the receiver 

one night as soon as I came… 

she rolled over in my dream 

and got wasted in some other bed 

The sun was late behind a window in Iraq 

I’m far!  I have to  pick up my frightened car 

and put tyre marks on some lips 

so from the mine field  to have carried my cross  

I’ve travelled my youth 

and under my travelling feet     my fag end was crushed  

why not rush? 

I’m not stupid  the gone years of a war  

to count 

that of all its tanks no single bullet was my lot 

why not deny? 

Behind the gate of my mouth  swollen I love you 

last night on a nun’s lips I took a walk 

tonight  I picked a few pieces of India 

tomorrow… 
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What schemes he has 

like a bullet looking for a heart in this map, he is not 

who has revealed his secret in my hand  me? 

Don’t look into my lines  irrelevantly hitting here and there  

The soft skin of my poems is pulled by pain! 
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So Sermon of Society  

 
 
 
 If a child is left to itself it won’t become an adult 

Mother steps in the way  and ushers in the society 

 

Society is a humpy road          not a highway for private hire 

 

  

A foetus is alone in this womb nine moons  

suspiring out through the door that appears in darkness  

it  comes  

good and bad labels won’t kiss  his temple 

because he’s both                 and neither is 

  

I’m good!       How?!                        I’m bad?!        I’m both 

Both means one 

One that neither is 

  

“Grew up on my own consciousness 
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a bridge on thoughts that surround all around me 

come a witness to bear witness” 

  

My Ma on a way        my Pa the other  

and each ma da[rling]            who came       said this way 

Still at the same junction                        you-less nowhere there 

can ear each syllable and not hear  

 Eyeing the surround all around and              seeing not 

Me, am not a train that on the rails keeps       coming and going 

Am river!         riving         my own womb          

Society’s there! 

  

  

Hate ma good-deeds so bad I pretend others did…. 

You plain door I’m looking for in darkness 

 that follows me in darkness till which noon?  

I’ve reached  

ma black and stiff suite of life to me stark nakedness     not a bad fit! 

  

Thirty years of this road end to end I roved in myself 

I was the road, unpassable    and the dying    this unbelievable 

that is stalking us everywhere – where wouldn’t it be, likeliest? 
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The Cowards were opened like a door      opening  tombstones 

I’m disgusted by how much the cheerers 

jeered the wind 

 in ecstasy wind 

airing open 

  

I wish I hadn’t told her! 

  

That is             when someone dies     they say 

They’re a foreigner        at home  

        in foreign land            they’re  Iranian       like me! 

  

Life       alone in stiff suites they put on           well turned out!   like 

me 

Some come  down and this very now       up in the same wings  us 

our aimless flappings  asleep  and dreaming(s) 

knowing everyone from each other 

unknowing who we are           Who?! 

  

  

People try but won’t happen when they say Nay!  

Yes, they leave a bit for yeah 

Yeah puts an ill fitting suite on Nay,             
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some joined the décor, some the windbreaker, some nothing! 

  

When heart rejects, thought says accept!          

Many say World No.  To God though... 

they split the two and don’t know that both means one! 

 Forget the one… which doesn’t exist!? 

Like a wave visiting the shore to come back,  

mesmerised by greatness this sea 

            Ebb and flow 

of tide in the womb  

a foetus floating nine moons!  

The moon is no human being 

driving mad the sea  

mothers pregnant craving salt  

each night. Why is the beauty of the moon? 

 No one asks!!! 

 Riding aeroplanes on high 

thinking of little boats!  

  

Should the road bend the cars hoot   Hoooooooooot! 

 

Why don’t we ask ? 

This means the wall which Hegel built high, was of Hegel’s straw 
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We don’t live              we toy with disaster 

Have no money 

Courage  When we ask someone in a taxi for town hall?  we have not! 

Begotten Elders of a village in progress!!! 

Oil!?    As much as you like!   `People?!      Little pilgrim! 

 This land knows a lot, don’t you know?   

  

  

  

Prophets suddenly ended      man   alone!  

And life’s story, everyone writes the way they want not.  

No map in hand! Mankind has no address!  

 doesn’t reach god 

one comes to him, who is not!  

Every one’s aware of unknowing,          

The one who knows is a dust bin          

who doesn’t,  has swallowed the trash! 

He’s the wind which closed all doors on himself 

inside is under siege of a selfless nothing      

      that means everything! 
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A hand opens its tombstone  

that’s caught in another’s door 

in yourselves   this heaven      must run! 

 

Heavy traffic              cars in a rage               fuuuuuuuumes! 

Them’s callin’ Leily! 

  

The earth’s soiled, Leily’s many! Wears love on his head      

she marries him          

no thought on his head         

may be love is this crumpled tissue that I am throwing in the bin! 

  

  

We don’t kiss! Just bring close the lips 

 don’t fall in each others arms 

We in our arms    just holding … 

practising this game    life killing! 

  

The fellow came to my house one night looked to find him so sly! Would say one 
thing do another! So surreptitiously  he arrived at himself that of his self was also 

hidden… 
  

My girl! I introduce my boy! 

My wedded wife this lady  This is mine!   and that…! 
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No one is ours         they self belong 

for a moment   Christian      a moment Muslim   Jewish     

or Buddhist they are 

                                   ‘cause they’re none of these 

A fugitive from the world selfishly 

hunkering in the temple    wrestling with fear 

for fear means   dizzy again in giddy 

  

Giddy am! 

Responsible for what I write am not, you are mistaken 

I’m listening to you while eavesdropping on myself 

why do you call the guy walking in himself - Bad?  

The world has welcomed him! 

Who are you to say…? 

When a guy comes in, side doors say welcome 

Why you…?! 

  

We’ve skimmed the cream of waves off the sea front      

we’re at war       with whom?! 

engaging the way at the heels            

and if war ends we recreate it             from what?! 

ever-ready to defend      scheming to attack      each moment 

we are       till when?! 
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The ones who hover (self-walk) have no step 

The road is ambiguous                        

They ask you to follow them         don’t say where?        

Many are steps ahead    

They’re not ahead     They are lost? 

  

They told the guy hesitating at the door of Paradise: Please come in! 

                He said: No, the children are coming 

                               They are not!           They say where? 

Here     you outlaw wine 

They pledge  a fairy in Heaven, is serving wine         where? 

you won’t open the door        you caged the fairy in some far  

afterlife 

  

  

The newborn when he fell in the tray shrieked his cry drawn on high 

up to teenage reached and continued his cry so it grew and grew 

  

you’re getting old         won’t give up? 

you jump at each scream that passes by your alley     where? 

the foetal pose of ‘g’ resting in strings of thought    even lesser than 

this letter?! 

Protest!    This No nurtures human beings 
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  Should I be born anew with no choice, before the midwife slaps my soles 

to cry and crying  I won’t let them put dot dot dot instead of what  I’d love to 

tell you! 

  

I has one letter                       and you has three 

why not negotiate?  

Ali is not against Ali 

I am that I am  

The tongue has a quiet in the mouth if it’s stretched its deft hand out 

I say again     torn up lots    sewn little! 

Enemies?!       we mass produce        friends!?    few 

We’ve sold today   so tomorrow’s sahib suddenly arrives    

for what?  chasing whom? 

Always much later     much later than later! 

No better? 

  

Lying on our backs in the toes of our foes unconscious  

 the thieves arrive 

what are they doing here? 

  

taken off   on holiday perhaps    a few centuries of solitude          

to this life    this alley   this attic    never knowing coming or going 
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still not in the arena but 

the arena called in on house visit 

eye-gouging         cutthroat disemboweller 

so our corpse won’t bloat and float 

  

I’m bloated! My words are on the tip of every tongue  

As they stuck out their tongue at mine they became my wife 

Verbs seduced my words, they don’t know writing is a fear 

A fear of I know not what to do 

I am the poet of grandissimo contradictions  

Not for or against society just beyond the thing! 

I’m busy directing the girlhood of a poem that one day will land from 
house to house...  
  

I’m in love with ruddy cheeks and …. slapped in the face-cum-no-one 
like pretty to take my hand for herself? 
  

As many gods as many have this land has skies    I have not! 

And may the meaning of Lady be raising this up? 

Gentlemen! Never raised my hand  for one  on anyone! 

I’m one of those rare fickle types who prowl around  

 the differences of questions! 

I’m the difference between the differences of the world! 
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A bridge on thoughts that surround all around me 

and sometimes I think, thought is a stone that from a distance is 

thrown towards my head 

become the landlord of homeless thoughts      director missing! 

director means the man whose recalls     I have! 

Should I wish to die I must live I know,  

but should I die who will bear all this solitude    who?  

Tonight my bedroom light won’t go on      no one knows         why!? 

looking at the picture of someone who wants to sneeze      

they won’t let it     who? 

in reverse of me this picture is looking for the landlord I wasn’t there?  

Didn’t want to withhold wanted to catch it AT CHEewW! 

  

The other night had the air of getting kicked, I had called her,  it was the 
wind’s fault! It threw my voice two three meters over till it got in the ear of 
another girl who came back instead: 

  

Ha! I’ve changed a lot, no!? 
  

She had changed for the worse 

Alone -she was so alone that even a tramp wouldn’t travel with her 

         I did! 

she was a support   --  I was leaning on the vacuous! 
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us two ever     so in love      love we didn’t understand     means erect! 

and be butchered 

I didn’t understand    I was with you           you not there 

just two bedraggled eyes endeavoured your picture 

just two hands at night have stretched to the sky 

and yes  good No        bestowed me lot to  good god 

Getting old my friend    where’s your hair!? 

  

I forgot to buy it at the bazaar, Tehran-like people  
 were dizzy like Tehran on a Saturday  

whose Sunday was the disgusted reason of weekdays, in trance one night I 
transited to the day when I saw you here, when I returned you weren’t like 
pretty, and my hands caught in your warm embrace I forgot to take off! Into 
the other, that hard slapped my ear, I ran, and happened upon a girl arriving 
like pretty  

  

My fresh Leily 

like a tattoo 

on my right arm 

is etched on my identity card 

and whichever exam she passed    marked F 

but for the ivy climbing  ivy the house façade had no hand 

wouldn’t come up my street 

The street and I would go to her house,  

Lit window   up there        sat on high  

That night  
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 while  tomorrow was coughing in South West  

         would not come 

And red had carried attack a tack in her loin 

My spouse was shut   bathed and showered inside my heart    she left 

A pair of hands knotted round my waist she badly forgot to take off  she left! 

She no longer came round   even if my house went round a lot     gone   not gone! 

There           the sun         had risen to the sky 

Tuesday was on the table 

AIDS      from behind the window    

 was prying on their house! 

The Hoover roared everywhere! 

Then stopped!      And her mother appeared at the window pane 

and wiped out our house! 

  

  

Leaves on high  -  tremblings             

 roots in the deep - creepings 

Freud in depth   -  shovings 

Jung yin and yang  -  renderings 

motherings, not lovings but upbringings and spewings -  

bringing the children up one by one! A-ch so roof tops  - baskings! 

 With two prostrations to I–know--not, Shame had taken Pa    

out of the house one day to fetch a warm baguette! 

in through the window came an unbounded hand!    lounged around, came to 

my bedroom, doesn’t let go of me! what a senseless grapple with myself 

have I to become human?   Is it compulsory? won’t become one! 
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standing alone everywhere      Pa became grand-    Ma… Hey Mr!     

Have you not seen our house!? 

I should look so I won’t forget,  listen to this roundabout, the mortar bridge 

and the fishmongers who sold my teenage to Tehran.  Should say hi to the 

motor rickshaw so ma Ma won’t lose ma Pa to these people going home in 

their espadrilles looking strange at me  one should…     How do I look? 

  

in my town of birth a tide of  tourists go promenading, I have to enter 
the No Entry! visit the back market, ask the price of mackerel  to price 
the price! So like, like always one must be like everyone like tired I 
am  like always of everyone. I have to     --       in a town that forbids 
offence --  offend! 

I have to     thigh into the Holy Shrine 

 Say hello to La, La Elaha el Allah, O residents of La Elaha el Allah, 
Me La Elaha ella Love 

 My voice is warmed by your ear! Anyone who forgets me will abolish you! 
Me called after this and that! Am not! It’s just to trick the world. These 
thoughts are all guests in me. The previous and the next poems live! They 
must go so I tend myself. If you want I’ll have nothing to do with you if not 
I’ll follow you around, I’ve anchored in Anchorage so me Pa can finish this 
fake 

When I arrived I told my mother I had a dream last night, she brought 
me tea            my dream came true! 

Had arrived at a simple door that I’m looking for in the dark that followed 
me in the dark till when…?! 

                I came back! 
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In the street the hooting was continuous. In my right pocket hearing was 
deaf. Sudden screech of brakes, purchased a pedestrian, and shoved it in his 
trouser pocket and I’m conked drunk  on the bar counter! On this same 
pound note           put a plaster on my brow    Blood      won’t stop! 

I have drop by drop from me dripping          and have not        

My tomorrow’s lost in the week Sunday bored Monday beat Tuesday Sun 
Moon Mars wed on red nose day guide to underworld, fifth day Guru 
prostrates   numbered days marching (onetwothreefour...) snails      
involuting in nothing! 

 NOTHING MEANS EVERYTHING 

 Dictionary            Rewrite! 
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Terror 
 
 

 

From far away  you bury your father  

wipe your mother's tears   from far away 

in a café where you can ambush loneliness 

you chat with a weeping house 

video call from afar 

 

Mother     three steps above everything like a moon   is up there 

kissing Mahsa (moonface) 

goes after Mahtab (moonlight) 

and yet her demeanour which carries a headache  

is the execution of my placeholder 

in the the arms of a few women 

 

In a banned house 

they're all coming  

like I have left 
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 I'm in deep sorrow 

this sorrow of my words 

in Langrude 

at the foot of a bridge that's more a stallion than running 

  they killed my father 

they killed my father 

  but 

  only in Langrude 

otherwise each year someone's  

  leaving, breaking away  

Friday is a bleak house that was massacred 

and the family, the Iran which was executed at home 

since we chanced out of the loins of Eve 

and Adam became man's exclusive pa 

we put Jesus in the Church 

so the hero so hidden in women's loins 

 would manifest instantly 

to send death  

 that's ahead of the horse  

  far from the house 

At the foot of the bridge that so lacks a father 

 as Jesus son of Merry 

I was so walking in myself 
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 as to put my town to shame 

Not so shamelessly as Juda 

to unleash wolves to kill the father 

I should keep quiet 

 so the rabid dog won't wake 

and bark and bark in the house 

and the blood letter lurking in female loins 

won't get the chance 

 to cut a wound in the morning 

now that the horse is the principle 

and death  the bailiff 

With the sorry state of my eyes 

that make a small sea for the frog to swim 

what do I do if I don't risk 

no longer will few extra throats harbour such a lump that makes 

a necklace to my throat 

death 

 is sat squatting in my sorrow 

the knife can no longer help my life 

the bottle is so full 

 that any longer has no wine 

and the wound that has a depth of ruin 

is so effective 
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that blood is random walking through my drunken veins 

 

The one who was my pa 

the big baba 

the  friend on road 

the one seen  

 jamming with me 

I was left alone 

Am alone  

 by my J's 

Am alone 

 by my J's 

more alone  

 by my J's  

  more than ever 

 

This alley is more for the job than a knife 

 this house from the arm 

this pain 

 will last another man  

this man 

 will rise in another place  

The road's father is from either side 
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and death  that is life's destination 

  is the services café along the way 

it has a lantern 

 but it's dark 

has bitter tea in narrow waisted cup 

but sweet 

like a lament spilling off the call of lovers 

 

An Ashura band of chest-beaters this side of the way 

singing  oh my Hosein   oh my Hosein 

A band of chest beaters   that side of the alley 

Oh my standard bearer's stature  where art thou? 

 

Like a nation bequeathed of Imam Hosein  

 a home town is left behind 

from a little house 

at the end of a road 

in a remote place left behind 

A nation that put to fire its country like a match 

slayed the bedstead 

and morphed the spouse to a sea  

Long live the wind that was but late 

Long live the desert that has no sea 
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and mother 

       mother 

    a mother who can no longer 

 pin her lips onto my cheeks 

 

The road has a journey on either side 

and me  a half torn hymen   

a half torn hymn of Sohrab on the wedding night 

I haven't shed the father's blood to come true 

I'm whiling death's remit  

like a shoe with laces  untied 

I'm such a lout 

that could for the killer 

who has a stocky stature 

turn my thumb to a spade 

you say Ouch! 

And be careful 

god is great  hallelujah 

father is not dead  hallelujah 

and love 

like a recipe with water's flesh  

against the mince with the face of a cow  is all ready 

Mary is not anti Magdalin 
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Leila is not anti love 

 and La Elaha Ella Love 

 is a hailing 

  that has a son from tomorrow’s 

the alley in each house is the father 

and for pa 

 a nurse 

 that is privately 

and a rice paddy which can't be sold without my signature 

 

I am heir to your wound father 

what have I to do with your garden 

give your assets to your brother 

and your son in law who sleeps with the most sisterly god 

 enjoying his time 

I'm like a brigade who's lost a country 

my base is lost, no longer to be found  

I'm gone like a sunrise after sunset mother 

at least sweep the clouds off the mountain of Karbala3 

plow the snow weighing down on my roof 

don't cry 

                                                 
3 Karbala is a sacred city in Iraq where the shrine of Hosein a grandson of 

Mohammad and saint of Shiism is situated 
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just your being there for me to look into your eyes 

is still more than enough 

the fact that you kept saying God is Great aloud as I misbehaved while 

you were praying and now that God is Great keeps bugging your life 

 

God is Great 

 

Cradled in the sunset going down the slope of Thursday  

Halva again 

why don't you donate the dates again? 

Oh my lord 

The half finished painting of my wedding night 

and I'm such a lout 

that cannot help being a fathered child 

I've even forced my Sunday to go to church 

to sit next to Marge somewhere along the isle 

and constantly 

to wink at Mahsa who is a female Jesus 

I'm no longer the person that I was 

I have no time 

and when ever I have no time is the (right) time 

I am no longer a man  who is no longer like Adam 

if you are 
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just say Ouch! 

 

 


